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ACCELERATE
CLINICAL DOCUMENT
CAPTURE
eCopy ShareScan
for Hyland OnBase

KEY BENEFITS:

Increase productivity, reduce costs, and improve
the quality of care with distributed capture
CHALLENGE:
Healthcare organizations face significant challenges in delivering
high-quality, accountable care, because much of the information
needed to provide that care remains locked in paper form. These
are just some of the problems organizations face in handling high
volumes of paper:
•

Centralized scanning processes can result in delays before
documents are made available in the Hyland OnBase ECM

•

Scanned records are often saved as simple tiff
files and therefore cannot be quickly retrieved
through a keyword search.

•

Distributed capture platforms can be difficult to
standardize, and often result in breaks in HIM
scanning protocols.

SOLUTION:
eCopy ShareScan is a cost-effective, easy-to-deploy
solution designed to accelerate capture using the MFPs
(multi-function peripherals) and scanners you already
own. eCopy ShareScan for Healthcare turns network
scanners and MFPs into secure “on-ramps” to the
Hyland OnBase ECM, accelerating access to patient
data and making the patient record more complete.

• Simplified integration through
the OnBase eCopy Connector
developed by Hyland Software
• Access to incoming paper records
in Hyland OnBase in minutes
• Dynamic patient and document
type look-ups for accurate
indexing
• Additional integration with popular
EHR, fax server, and business
applications

eCopy ShareScan collapses multi-step scanning workflows into a
few simple button presses at a scanner or MFP. With an interface as
easy to use as a smart phone documents are scanned, indexed, and
attached to the correct record in OnBase
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IMPROVED CARE WITH ACCELERATED
ACCESS TO PATIENT INFORMATION
Centralized operations can be costly and may create
delays in making documents available in the Hyland
OnBase ECM. eCopy ShareScan complements
centralized operations by turning scanners and
MFPs across the facility into secure “on-ramps” to
Hyland OnBase workflows. This accelerates access
to patient data and provides clinicians with a more
complete picture of the patient record.
STANDARDIZED CAPTURE TO REDUCE COSTS
AND SUPPORT HIM PROTOCOLS
eCopy ShareScan’s intuitive user interface reduces
training costs and allows HIM departments to shift the
scanning of time sensitive documents from centralized
operations to the existing scanners and MFPs closer to
the point of care. With support for dynamic look-ups
for data values in the OnBase ECM eCopy ShareScan
can help ensure easy and accurate indexing of scanned
records.
SIMPLIFIED ONBASE INTEGRATION
The eCopy Connector for OnBase was developed by
the Hyland development team; guaranteeing seamless
integration to OnBase. Hyland’s eCopy Connector
supports direct lookups for quick retrieval of MRNs,
Document Types, and other metadata from OnBase for
easy document indexing at virtually any point of care
scanning device.

ShareScan provides “Continuity of Capture” by standardizing the
scanning processes across all devices to ensure records are captured
and indexed in accordance with HIM protocols.

A FLEXIBLE SOLUTION TO MEET ALL
OF YOUR CAPTURE NEEDS
As the world’s best-selling scanning and workflow
solution for MFPs, and with additional connectors
for popular business applications, eCopy ShareScan
provides everything needed to automate paper-todigital workflows in healthcare.
ABOUT NUANCE COMMUNICATIONS
Nuance Communications, Inc. is the market leader
in creating clinical understanding solutions that drive
smart, efficient decisions across healthcare. As the
largest clinical documentation provider in the U.S.,
Nuance provides intelligent systems and services that
improve the entire clinical documentation process—from
the capture of the complete patient record to clinical
documentation improvement, coding, compliance
and appropriate reimbursement. More than 500,000
physicians and 10,000 healthcare facilities worldwide
leverage Nuance’s award-winning, voice-enabled clinical
documentation and analytics solutions to support the
physician in any clinical workflow and on any device.
To learn how Nuance can help you meet your
healthcare challenges, please visit www.nuance.com
or contact your Nuance sales representative today.

Hyland’s eCopy Connector for OnBase supports easy document
indexing at virtually any point of care scanning device.
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